11th Scandinavian Workshop on Algorithm Theory (SWAT)
July 2-4, 2008
Gothenburg, Sweden
Social programme
Welcome reception at the City Hall:
Wednesday July 2, 19.00
The City Hall, Hosted by the City of Göteborg: Lord Mayor of Göteborg would
like to welcome all the delegates and accompanying persons at a reception in the
City Hall – Börsen, at Adolfs Torg at 19.00.
It’s walking distance. There will be a group that will meet at the hotel lobby at
18.40 to go there together. In your registration folders you have a small map
where the City Hall is marked. The address is Börsen Gustav Adolfs Torg if
someone prefers to go there on their own.

Börsen (the Exchange) was build between 1844 and 1849 as a commodity
exchange and meeting-place for the merchants as well as banqueting locality for
the town authorities.
The house was rebuilt in the early 1900s to serve as a modern town hall for the
fast growing Göteborg.

Tram tour, followed by dinner at the Långedrags Värdshus.
Thursday July 3, 18.30
Ringlinjen is a non-profit organisation which runs vintage (vetean) trams in the
city of Göteborg during the summer. We will take a trip back in time, into the
public transportation of the last century and enjoy a tour of some main parts of
the city, on our way to the restaurant, Långedrags Värdshus, which is situated at
a beautiful area by the sea, close to the water with a fantastic view.

There will be a veteran tram picking us up at the tramstop outside the hotel at
18:30.
Please note: Be there in time. The tram cannot wait for us, it uses an ordinary
tram-stop shared by the public-transport tram lines also. Because of that, we
might have to wait for it. If you miss the veteran tram, you have to take an
ordinary tram (see instructions below). After the dinner, as people may want to
leave asynchronously, there is no scheduled time for departure from the
restaurant. Please find below information on how to get back to the hotel from
Långedrag, together with tram schedule information.

From Långedrag by tram:
Tram stop Långedrag, ”läge” (spot) A. Tram nr:11 to Bergsjön. Get off at Maria
Plan "läge" (spot) A, take tram nr:3 to Marklandsgatan, get off at
Marklandsgatan (“läge” A ), change to “läge” H and take tram nr:13 to
Linneplatsén and get off at the tram stop Scandinavium where the hotel is.
Tram nr 11 goes from Långedrag at: 21:45, 22:05, 22:45, 23:05.

To Långedrag by tram (if you miss the SWAT-tour veteran tram or if you prefer to
go by yourself) :
Tram stop Scandinavium “läge” (spot) B (outside the hotel). Tram nr: 6 to
Länsmansgården via Sahlgrenska. Get off at the tram stop Järntorget (it will be
“läge” (spot) C). Change tram stop at Järntorget from läge (spot) C to läge (spot)
A. Take nr:11 to Saltholmen and get off at the tram stop Långedrag, from here
there is a short walk to the Värdshus.
The tram nr: 6 goes from tram stop Scandinavium “läge” (spot) B, at: 18:42,
18:53, 19:05, 19:17.
Tram tickets: You can by a ticket at the Tram, at a coin machine (25 SEK per
person) or via SMS ,if you have a Swedish mobile phone account, by sending a
code “GV” via SMS to 724 50.
You can also buy a 100sek card in advance at the “Pressbyrån” close to the
hotel and pay with that for several persons on the tram (cancel 2 coupons per
person; each coupon costs approx.8 SEK).
You don’t need a ticket at the veteran tram, but to get back from the Långedrag
you need to buy a ticket.
By taxi:
If someone prefers to take a Taxi: Taxi Göteborg: +46 31 650 000, Taxi Kurir:
+46 31 27 27 (the cost for the taxi is approximately 350 SEK one-way)

